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Abstract
We quantify the gains from regulating maturity transformation in a model of banks

which finance long-term assets with non-tradable debt. Banks choose the amount
and maturity of their debt trading off investors’ preference for short maturities with
the risk of systemic crises. Pecuniary externalities make unregulated debt maturities
inefficiently short. The calibration of the model to Eurozone banking data for 2006
yields that lengthening the average maturity of wholesale debt from its 2.8 months to
3.3 months would produce welfare gains with a present value of euro 105 billion, while
the lengthening induced by the NSRF would be too drastic.
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1 Introduction

One of banks’ core functions is maturity transformation: allowing the financing of long-term

assets while accommodating investors’ preferences for shorter investment horizons. Such

function is played by commercial banks, investment banks and many shadow banking en-

tities which finance a significant part of their assets with liabilities that are either callable

or short term. The value of maturity transformation and the vulnerability associated with

it have long been recognized by the banking literature (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983), which

initially focused mainly on demand deposits and bank runs (see Allen and Gale, 2007).

The Global Financial Crisis turned the attention to inefficiencies associated with maturity

transformation. The observed refinancing problems and their role in amplifying the sub-

prime crisis (Brunnermeier, 2009; Gorton, 2009) led regulators to the view that maturity

transformation was excessive (Tarullo, 2009).

Since then, several papers have addressed the rationale for regulating banks’ exposure to

funding liquidity risk. They generally share the idea that banks’ refinancing needs during a

crisis produce negative pecuniary and non-pecuniary externalities (see, for example, Perotti

and Suarez, 2011). This may happen because refinancing needs force banks to undertake

fire sales whose impact on asset prices contributes to tightening financial constraints (Stein,

2012). It can also happen through contagion, because of direct losses coming from interbank

positions (Rochet and Tirole, 1996; Allen and Gale, 2000), or through the damage to the

rest of the economy (Kroszner at al., 2007).

While conceptually very valuable, existing papers do not quantify the inefficiency as-

sociated with excessive maturity mismatches. In fact, the stylized time dimension of the

underlying models (typically with two or three dates) is unsuitable for calibration. Yet,

measuring the social costs and benefits of banks’ maturity transformation is essential to in-

form policy makers in the task of designing and calibrating new regulatory tools such as the

Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) of Basel III (see BCBS, 2014).

Our paper is a first attempt in such direction. We develop and calibrate a tractable
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infinite horizon model focused on banks’ maturity transformation function. Banks choose

the amount and maturity of the debt issued against their long-term assets taking into account

two forces pushing in opposite directions: first, investors’ preference for liquidity (which calls

for issuing debt with short maturities) and, second, the existence of systemic liquidity crises

in which refinancing the maturing debt is especially costly (which calls for borrowing at long

maturities). As in Stein (2012), pecuniary externalities make unregulated debt maturity

decisions inefficiently short. After calibrating the model to Eurozone banking data for 2006,

we quantify the extent to which banks’ average debt maturities were excessively short and

the size of the welfare gains that would have been associated with regulating liquidity risk

in such an environment.

In our recursive model, banks place non-tradable debt among a large measure of un-

sophisticated investors who are initially patient but may suddenly turn impatient. Short

maturities reduce the expected time the savers have to wait before recovering their funds

if they become impatient. Without systemic liquidity crises, banks might satisfy investors’

preferences by issuing debt of the shortest maturity (or, equivalently, demandable debt) that

would be repeatedly rolled over among (subsequent cohorts of) patient investors. However,

we assume that in systemic liquidity crises banks are unable to place debt among unsophis-

ticated investors and have to rely on the more expensive funding provided by some crisis

financiers. Such financiers are experts whose heterogenous outside investment opportunities

effectively produce an upward sloping aggregate supply of funds during crises.1

At an initial non-crisis period, banks decide their capital structure by trading off the lower

interest cost of shorter debt maturities with their impact on the cost of refinancing during

crises. Individual banks choose longer debt maturities (implying smaller refinancing needs) if

they anticipate crisis financing to be more costly. The intersection between crisis financiers’

upward sloping supply of funds and banks’ downward sloping refinancing needs produces a

unique equilibrium cost of crisis financing, and some unique bank capital structure decisions

1This upward sloping supply of funds during crises works like a generalized version of a cash-in-the-market
constraint à la Allen and Gale (1998).
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associated with it.

For brevity, the core of our analysis focuses on the simple case in which our representative

bank finds it optimal to choose debt structures that prevent it from going bankrupt (which

implies being liquidated) during crises.2 Debt structures guarantee the bank to survive a

crisis if they leave the bank with sufficient equity value to be able to absorb the excess

cost of refinancing its maturing debt in a crisis. This constitutes the bank’s crisis financing

constraint, which imposes an upper limit on the amount and immediacy of its debt.

The model allows us to decompose the private and social value of banks into four intuitive

present value terms.3 The first three are the same in both values. The first (positive)

term is the unlevered value of bank assets: asset cash flows discounted using impatient

bankers’ discount rate. The second (positive) term captures the value added by maturity

transformation in the absence of liquidity crises, which comes from placing debt among savers

who are initially more patient than bankers. This term is increasing in the amount of debt

and decreasing in its maturity. The third (negative) term corrects the gains captured in the

previous term for the fact that during crisis the bank fails to place its maturing debt among

patient investors and the funding experts have a higher discount rate. This correction is

proportional to the refinancing needs per period and, thus, increasing in the amount of debt

and decreasing in its maturity.

In the expression for banks’ private value, the fourth (negative) term discounts excess

refinancing costs derived from the need to compensate crisis financiers for the marginal

opportunity cost of their funding. Instead, in the expression for banks’ social value, such

term discounts the (intramarginal) value of the investment opportunities that crisis financiers

pass up when financing the banks during crises. In both cases, the term is increasing in

banks’ refinancing needs per period. Crucially, banks maximize their private value taking

2In subsection 7.1 we show that banks find it optimal to avoid going bankrupt during crises for a range of
liquidation values of bank assets that encompasses the most empirically plausible values of such parameter.

3A bank’s private value is the value to its initial owners (bankers), while its social value also includes the
net present value of the rents appropriated by its future crisis financiers. Unsophisticated investors that buy
bank debt in non-crisis periods break even in equilibrium and, hence, get no surplus to add to the social
value measure.
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the (anticipated) equilibrium excess cost of crisis financing as given, while a social planner

making analogous debt structure decisions would aim to maximize social value internalizing

the impact of banks’ aggregate refinancing needs on such excess cost.

The pecuniary externality that banks neglect when making their capital structure deci-

sions affects efficiency because rises in the excess cost of crisis financing tighten banks’ crisis

financing constraints. As a result, in the unregulated equilibrium, debt maturities are exces-

sively short and crisis financing is excessively costly, which eventually reduces the aggregate

amount of leverage that the banking industry can sustain. We find that social surplus can

be increased by lengthening the maturity of bank debt, while simultaneously increasing debt

issuance. Moreover, the social planner can implement such debt structure by fixing banks’

debt maturities and then allowing banks to freely choose how much debt to issue.

To assess the quantitative importance of the inefficiencies coming from this externality, we

calibrate the model to Eurozone data for 2006. We combine information about banks’ liability

structure and the maturities of their various classes of debt to estimate the refinancing

needs of a representative Eurozone bank in a crisis. The calibrated model matches banks’

wholesale refinancing needs per month, which implies an expected wholesale debt maturity

of 2.8 months.4 Reaching social efficiency would require lengthening that maturity to 3.3

months. Although this increase may look modest, it would allow banks to remain solvent

in a crisis with an equity ratio of 4.0% rather than 5.2%, and would generate a net welfare

gain with a present value of euro 105 billion (0.8% of the unlevered value of bank assets).

These gains can be broken down into a sizeable rise by euro 424 billion (3.4%) in the total

market value of banks and a sizeable fall in 319 billion (21%) in the present value of the

rents appropriated by crisis financiers.5

Optimal regulation under our calibration implies an increase in the average maturity of

4The calibrated model is a straightforward extension of the baseline model that separately accounts for
the availability, stability and lower cost of insured retail deposits.

5To put these numbers in perspective, if the 424 billion gain in banks’ market value were appropriated
by bank equityholders, it would imply a windfall gain equivalent to 36.6% of equity value in the unregulated
equilibrium.
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banks’ wholesale debt of only 0.5 months. This raises some concern about the possibility

that the limitation of banks’ maturity transformation envisaged by the NSFR of Basel III

is excessive. Calculations based on our calibrated model suggest that NSFR regulation may

actually imply significant net welfare losses.

In the final part of the paper we analyze the sensitivity of our quantitative results to key

aspects of the calibration strategy and we discuss several possible extensions of the model.

The extensions deal with the case in which systemic crises may lead some banks to default

and being liquidated, the case in which crises not only cause an increase in refinancing costs

but also some asset-side losses, and the case in which bailout expectations push banks into

the violation of their crisis financing constraints, justifying the social desirability of regulating

not only their debt maturity but also their leverage.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 places the contribution of the paper in the

context of the literature. Section 3 presents the model. Section 4 defines and characterizes

its equilibrium. Section 5 derives its efficiency and regulatory implications. The calibration

and key quantitative results of the paper appear in Section 6. Section 7 discusses some

extensions. Section 8 concludes. Details on the calibration appear in the Appendix, while

proofs, extensions, and other technical derivations appear in an Online Appendix available

in the authors’ personal webpages.

2 Related literature

Our paper addresses the important task of quantifying the value of banks’ maturity trans-

formation and the involved inefficiencies by combining ingredients from the recent normative

analysis of externalities associated with banks’ funding decisions (Stein, 2012) and the pre-

vious literature on the microfoundations of banks’ liquidity provision role (Diamond and

Dybvig, 1983). It also touches on issues dealt with in several other strands of the corporate

finance and banking literatures.

In Stein (2012), the inefficiency in banks’ debt maturity choices also comes from the
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combination of pecuniary externalities and financial constraints.6 The mechanism that in

Stein works through fire sale prices in our paper works through the cost of refinancing during

crises. Our main differential contributions are the richer timeframe and the quantitative

exercise.

In addition to pecuniary externalities, the literature has found other theoretical mecha-

nisms that may justify debt maturity regulation. In Perotti and Suarez (2011), banks neglect

the contribution to systemic risk of their short-term funding (modeled as a technological ex-

ternality). In Farhi and Tirole (2012), public liquidity support to distressed institutions

during crises makes bank leverage decisions strategic complements, also producing excessive

short-term borrowing. In Brunnermeier and Oehmke (2013), lack of enforceability of debt

covenants creates a conflict of interest between long-term and short-term creditors, pushing

banks to choose inefficiently short debt maturities.

The rationale for short-term debt financing has been extensively analyzed in the corporate

finance and banking literatures, typically using models with highly stylized timeframes. In

contributions following Bryant (1980) and Diamond and Dybvig (1983), demand deposits

help satisfy investors’ idiosyncratic liquidity needs coming from preference shocks but make

banks vulnerable to runs. In Calomiris and Kahn (1991), Flannery (1994), Diamond and

Rajan (2001), and Huberman and Repullo (2010), short-term debt and the possibility of runs

play a disciplinary role. Quite differently, in Flannery (1986) and Diamond (1991), short-

term debt allows firms with private information to profit from future rating upgrades, while

in Diamond and He (2012) short maturities have a non-trivial impact on a classical debt

overhang problem. Our rationale for short-term debt is close to the first of these literature

strands but, instead of demandable debt and accommodating concerns about refinancing

costs during crises, banks in our model find it optimal to offer debt with an interior debt

6Pecuniary externalities are a common source of inefficiency in models with financial constraints (e.g.
Lorenzoni, 2008) and more generally in economies with incomplete markets (Geanakoplos and Polemar-
chakis, 1986, Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1986). Recent papers emphasize them as a potential cause of excessive
fluctuations in credit and/or excessive credit (e.g. Bianchi and Mendoza, 2011, Korinek, 2011, and Gersbach
and Rochet, 2012). Bengui (2011) presents a model à la Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) where firms use excessive
short-term debt because they neglect part of the stabilization effects of long-term debt.
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maturity.

Rochet and Vives (2004), Goldstein and Pauzner (2005), and Martin et al. (2014a),

among others, model the emergence of roll-over risk as the combined result of doubts about

the solvency of banks and a coordination problem between short-term creditors. Various

papers, including Allen and Gale (1998), Acharya and Viswanathan (2011) and Acharya et

al. (2011), study the implications of roll-over risk and runs for issues such as risk-sharing,

risk-shifting, fire sales, and the collateral value of risky securities. In our paper we also study

the implications of roll-over risk but we abstract from endogenizing the risk of runs or the

emergence of liquidity crises. Instead, we model crises as an exogenous “sudden stop” of the

type introduced by Calvo (1998) in the emerging markets literature.7

Finally, from a technical perspective, our work is related to the literature that incor-

porates debt refinancing risk in infinite-horizon capital structure models, including Leland

and Toft (1996), Cheng and Milbradt (2012), He and Xiong (2012a, 2012b), and He and

Milbradt (2014). While these papers focus on asset pricing implications, the determinants

of credit spreads, market liquidity or the possibility of runs from a positive standpoint, ours

focuses on banks’ debt maturity decisions, the assessment of inefficiencies due to pecuniary

externalities, and their potential correction through regulation.

3 The model

We consider an infinite horizon economy in which time is discrete t = 0, 1, 2,... and a special

class of expert agents own and manage a continuum of measure one of banks, which are

describable as entities that posses an exogenous pool of long-term assets. The economy

alternates between normal states (st = N) in which banks can roll over their debt among

unsophisticated savers, and crisis states (st = C) in which they cannot. The crisis states

represent systemic liquidity crises in a reduced-form manner. For tractability, we assume

Pr[st+1 = C | st = N ] = ε and Pr[st+1 = C | st = C] = 0, so that crises are short-lived

7See Bianchi, Hatchondo, and Martinez (2013) for a recent application.
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episodes with a constant probability of following any normal state. Since crises last for just

one period, for calibration purposes one must think of a period as the standard duration of

a crisis. Finally, we assume that the economy starts up in a normal state (s0 = N).

3.1 Agents

Both expert agents and unsophisticated savers are long-lived risk-neutral agents who enter

the economy in a steady flow of sufficiently large measure per period and exit it whenever

their investment and consumption activities are completed.8 Each entering agent is endowed

with a unit of funds.

3.1.1 Experts

Experts are relatively impatient. They discount future consumption at rate ρH . When en-

tering the economy, each expert has the opportunity to invest his endowment either in bank

claims or in an indivisible private investment project with a net present value z which is

heterogeneously distributed over the entrants.9 The distribution of z has support [0, φ] and

the measure of agents with z ≤ φ is described by a differentiable and strictly increasing

function F (φ), with F (0) = 0 and F (φ) = F. These assumptions imply that the access to

experts’ funding (which banks will need in crises states as specified below) will have a cost

that increases in the overall amount of funding required from them.

3.1.2 Savers

Entering savers are initially patient. They start discounting next period utility from con-

sumption at rate ρL < ρH . However, in every period they face an idiosyncratic probability γ

of turning irreversibly impatient and starting to discount the utility of future consumption

at rate ρH from that point onwards.

Unsophisticated savers have no other investment opportunity than bank debt. So, in

8Specifically, the entering agents are assumed to be sufficient to cover banks’ refinancing needs, while exit
ensures that the measure of active agents remains bounded.

9The experts who opt for their own projects rather than bank claims exit the economy immediately.
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the normal state the entering savers decide between buying bank debt or consuming their

endowment, while in the crisis state they simply consume their endowment. Preexisting

savers with maturing debt face an analogous choice on the use of the recovered funds.

3.2 Banks

At the initial period (t = 0), each of the banks possesses a pool of long-term assets that,

if not liquidated, yields a constant cash flow μ > 0 per period. If liquidated, bank assets

produce a terminal payoff L. For brevity, the experts who own and manage the banks at any

given point in time are called bankers.

Bankers can profit from the lower discount rates of the patient savers by issuing among

them debt claims against the return of the long-term assets.10 Debt is issued at par in the

form of (infinitesimal) contracts with a principal normalized to one. Importantly, bank debt

is assumed to be non-tradeable.11 At the initial period (t = 0), bankers choose a triple

(r, δ,D), where r is the per-period interest rate, δ is the constant probability with which

each contract matures in each period, and D is the overall principal of the debt. So debt

maturity is random, which helps for tractability, and has the property that (conditional on

no default) the expected time to maturity of any non-matured contract is equal to 1/δ.12

We also assume that contract maturity arrives independently across contracts so that there

is constant flow δD of maturing debt in every period. Failure to pay interest or repay the

maturing debt in any period leads the bank to be liquidated at value L.

In normal periods, the refinancing of maturing debt δD is done by replacing the maturing

contracts with identical contracts placed among patient savers. So the bank generates a free

cash flow of μ− rD that is paid to bankers as a dividend.13

10To keep the model tractable, we abstract from the possibility that bankers create new bank assets.
11The lack of tradability might be structurally thought as the result of savers’ geographical dispersion and

the lack of access to centralized trading. We discuss the importance of this assumption and its connection
with the literature in subsection 7.5.
12With δ = 1, the debt issued by banks could be interpreted as demand deposits. However, as it will

become clear below, if the probability and cost of systemic crises are large enough, choosing δ = 1 is neither
privately nor socially optimal.
13We have considered an extension in which banks (or bankers) can use their free cash flow to build a
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In crisis periods, financing the repayment of the maturing debt requires bankers to turn

to other experts. With the sole purpose of simplifying the algebra, we assume that bankers

learn about their banks’ refinancing problems after having consumed the normal dividends.14

Thus, they require δD units of funds. Otherwise, the bank fails and its assets are liquidated

at value L, which would be distributed among debt and equity folders according to standard

bankruptcy procedures. To obtain the funds, the bankers are assumed to offer a fraction α

of the residual continuation value of their bank (i.e. of its future free cash flows) to some

of the entering experts.15 The arrangement reduces the bank’s debt in hands of savers to

(1 − δ)D during the crisis in the understanding that an extra amount δD of debt will be

optimally reissued among savers, at the same terms as the remaining debt, once the crisis is

over. The proceeds from such placement are part of the residual continuation value of the

bank that counts towards the compensation of the financing experts. In practical terms, one

can interpret experts’ financing as the provision of a short-term bridge loan in exchange for

a fraction of the equity of the bank once its original debt structure gets reestablished.

For tractability, the core of our analysis focuses on the case in which the liquidation value

L is low enough for bankers to find it optimal to choose initial debt structures (r, δ,D) that

guarantee their refinancing during crises. This gives rise to the notion of equilibrium with

crisis financing defined below. The corresponding formal condition on L (which is easily

satisfied under the calibration of the model) is discussed in subsection 7.1, while subsection

7.2 discusses how the analysis could be extended to cover parameterizations leading (some)

banks to default on the equilibrium path.

buffer of liquidity with which to partially cover refinancing needs in a crisis. We have checked that if the
probability of suffering a systemic crisis and/or the cost of liquidity in a crisis are not too large, then holding
liquidity is strictly suboptimal. This is the case under our calibration of the model; with parameterizations
not satisfying this property, analytical tractability is lost.
14Otherwise, they may find it optimal to cancel the dividends and reduce the bank’s funding needs to

δD−(μ−rD). The algebra in this case is more tedious but the results are barely affected when, realistically,
dividends μ− rD are small relative to the refinancing needs δD.
15In some related papers of bank runs, institutions can satisfy the repayment of their non-rolled over debt

during crises either via asset sales (Stein, 2012, and Martin, Skeie, and von Thadden, 2014a) or by reducing
investment (Martin, Skeie, and von Thadden, 2014b). For tractability, we consider a similarly costly way to
accommodate the disappearing funding that keeps asset size constant.
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3.3 The cost of crisis financing

By virtue of competition, the fraction α of the residual continuation value offered to the

funding experts in a crisis must be just enough to compensate the marginal entering expert

for the opportunity cost of her funds, say φ. Given the heterogeneity in experts’ private

investment opportunities and the size of the aggregate refinancing needs, clearing the refi-

nancing market in a crisis requires F (φ) = δD. So the market-clearing excess cost of crisis

financing can be found as φ = F−1(δD) ≡ Φ(δD). Under our prior assumptions on F (φ), the

inverse supply of crisis financing Φ(x) is strictly increasing and differentiable, with Φ(0) = 0

and Φ(F ) = φ. Thus, the excess cost of crisis financing φ is increasing in banks’ aggregate

refinancing needs.

4 Equilibrium analysis

We use the following definition of equilibrium:

Definition 1 An equilibrium with crisis financing is a tuple (φe, (re, δe,De)) describing an

excess cost of crisis financing φe and a debt structure for banks (re, δe, De) such that:

1. Patient savers accept the debt contracts involved in (re, δe,De).

2. Among the class of debt structures that allow banks to be refinanced during crises,

(re, δe,De) maximizes the value of each bank to its initial owners.

3. The market for crisis financing clears in a way compatible with the refinancing of all

banks, i.e. φe = Φ(δeDe).

In the next subsections we undertake the steps necessary to prove the existence and

uniqueness of this equilibrium, and establish its properties.

4.1 Savers’ required maturity premia

We first analyze the conditions upon which the debt contracts associated with some debt

structure (r, δ,D) are acceptable to savers in the normal state. Since the bank will fully
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pay back its maturing debt even in crisis periods, a saver’s valuation of a contract does not

depend on the aggregate state of the economy but only on whether he is patient (i = L) or

impatient (i = H). The ex-coupon values of the contract in each of these individual states,

UL and UH , must satisfy the following system of equations:

UL =
1

1 + ρL
{r + δ + (1− δ)[(1− γ)UL + γUH ]},

UH =
1

1 + ρH
[r + δ + (1− δ)UH ] . (1)

These recursive formulas express UL and UH in terms of the discount factors, payoffs, and

continuation values relevant in each state. A non-matured debt contract pays r with proba-

bility one in each next period. Additionally it matures with probability δ, in which case it

pays its face value of one and loses its continuation value. With probability 1 − δ, it does

not mature and then its continuation value is UL or UH depending on the saver’s individual

state in the next period. The terms multiplying these continuation values in the right hand

side of the equations reflect the probability of each individual state next period.

When banks place debt among savers, patient savers are abundant enough to acquire all

the issue, so the acceptability of the terms (r, δ) requires

UL(r, δ) =
r + δ

ρH + δ

ρH + δ + (1− δ)γ

ρL + δ + (1− δ)γ
≥ 1, (2)

where UL(r, δ) is the solution for UL arising from (1). Obviously, for any given maturity

choice δ, bankers’ value is maximized by issuing contracts with the minimal r that satisfies

UL(r, δ) = 1.

Proposition 1 The minimal interest rate acceptable to patient savers for each maturity

choice δ is given by the function

r(δ) =
ρHρL + δρL + (1− δ)γρH

ρH + δ + (1− δ)γ
, (3)

which is strictly decreasing and convex, with r(0) = ρH
ρL+γ
ρH+γ

∈ (ρL, ρH) and r(1) = ρL.
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The proofs of all propositions are in the Online Appendix. Having r0(δ) < 0 evidences

the advantage of offering short debt maturities to a patient saver. For any expected maturity

1/δ longer than one, the saver bears the risk of turning impatient and having to postpone

his consumption until his contract matures. Compensating the cost of waiting generates a

maturity premium r(δ)−ρL > 0, which is increasing in 1/δ. Figure 1 illustrates the behavior

of r(δ) under the calibration described in Section 6.16

4.2 Banks’ optimal debt structures

To save on notation, from now on we set r = r(δ) and refer to r(δ) as simply r and to banks’

debt structures as (δ,D).

4.2.1 Value of bank equity in normal times

The continuation value of bank equity in the normal state depends on both the bank’s debt

structure (δ,D) and the fraction α of its residual continuation value which is relinquished to

crisis financiers in subsequent crises.

The continuation value of equity in a normal period that follows another normal period,

E(δ,D;α), can be found as the solution to the following recursive equation:

E(δ,D;α) =
1

1 + ρH

n
(μ− rD) + (1− ε)E(δ,D;α) +

ε(1− α)
1

1 + ρH
[μ− (1− δ)rD + δD +E(δ,D;α)]

¾
. (4)

To explain this formula, recall that bankers’ discount rate is ρH and next period they receive

a dividend μ− rD. With probability 1− ε, the next period is a normal period too and the

continuation value of equity is E(δ,D;α) once again. With probability ε, a systemic crisis

arrives and a fraction α of the residual continuation value of the bank is relinquished to the

crisis financiers.
16As explained in Section 6, we calibrate an extended version of the model that allows for insured retail

deposits. All our figures would look qualitatively the same if insured deposits were made equal to zero.
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Figure 1 Annualized interest rate as a function of 1/δ

The term 1
1+ρH

[μ−(1−δ)rD+δD+E(δ,D;α)] represents the present value of the payoffs

that the bank will make to its residual claimants (crisis financiers in proportion α and prior

equityholders in proportion 1− α) after getting refinanced in the crisis.17 It is expressed in

terms of free cash flows available once the crisis is over. μ− (1− δ)rD are the asset returns

net of interest payments to unsophisticated savers (whose debt is reduced to (1−δ)D during

the crisis) in the period right after the crisis. δD is the revenue from reissuing the debt

financed by the experts during the crisis (which is paid out to the residual claimants). The

last term reflects that, once the initial debt structure is fully restored, the present value of

subsequent free cash flows is E(δ,D;α) again.

Competition between entering experts implies that bankers will obtain δD in exchange

for the minimal α that satisfies

α
1

1 + ρH
[μ− (1− δ)rD + δD +E(δ,D;α)] ≥ (1 + φ)δD, (5)

so that the residual continuation value appropriated by crisis financiers compensates them

17The exact form of the claims that split in proportions α and 1−α the residual continuation value of the
bank is irrelevant due to a Modigliani-Miller type of result.
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for the (marginal) opportunity cost (1 + φ) δD of the provided funding. Thus (5) holds with

equality and can be used to substitute for α in (4), which yields the following Gordon-type

formula for equity value:

E(δ,D;φ) =
μ

ρH
− r(δ)

ρH
D − 1

ρH

ε{[(1 + ρH)φ+ ρH ]− r(δ)}
1 + ρH + ε

δD. (6)

Accordingly, equity resembles a perpetuity in which the relevant payoffs are discounted at

the impatient rate ρH ; μ is the unlevered cash flow of the bank; r(δ) is the interest rate paid

on the debt placed among savers; and the last term reflects the (discounted) differential cost

of refinancing maturing debt each time a crisis arrives.

Finally, taking into account that α cannot be larger than one, the feasibility of refinancing

the bank during crises requires:

μ− (1− δ)rD + δD +E(δ,D;φ) ≥ (1 + ρH)(1 + φ)δD, (7)

which we will call the crisis financing constraint (CF). It establishes that the free cash flow

plus the continuation value of equity in the period after the crisis must be no lower than

the amount the bank needs to compensate, at the rate ρH , the cost 1 + φ of each unit of

refinancing during the crisis.

4.2.2 Optimal debt structure problem

Bankers’ goal when choosing the bank’s initial debt structure (δ,D) is to maximize the total

market value of the bank, V (δ,D;φ) = D +E(δ,D;φ), which using (6) can be written as:

V (δ,D;φ) =
μ

ρH
+

ρH − r(δ)

ρH
D − 1

ρH

ε(ρH − r(δ))

1 + ρH + ε
δD − 1

ρH

ε(1 + ρH)φ

1 + ρH + ε
δD. (8)

The first term in this expression is the value of the unlevered bank. The second term is the

value obtained by financing the bank with debt held by savers’ initially more patient than

bankers (r(δ) < ρH , by Proposition 1). The third term reflects that during crises those gains

do not materialize since debt is refinanced by experts whose discount rate is ρH . The last

term accounts for the excess cost associated with the need to compensate crisis financiers
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for the (marginal) opportunity cost of their funds, φ. Importantly, by the logic of perfect

competition, the owners of each individual bank take φ as given. All the last three terms

are in absolute value increasing in δ and D, as both the benefits and costs of maturity

transformation depend positively on these variables.

Bankers solve the following problem:

max
δ∈[0,1], D≥0

V (δ,D;φ) = D +E(δ,D;φ)

s.t. E(δ,D;φ) ≥ 0 (LL)
μ− (1− δ)rD + δD +E(δ,D;φ) ≥ (1 + ρH)(1 + φ)δD (CF)

(9)

The first constraint imposes the non-negativity of equity value in the normal state and

can be thought of as bankers’ limited liability constraint (LL) in such state.18 The second

constraint is the crisis financing constraint (7) (which reflects bankers’ limited liability in

the crisis state). It can be shown that the two constraints boil down to the same constraint

on D for δ = 0, but (CF) is tighter than (LL) for δ > 0.19 Thus (LL) can be ignored.

The following technical assumptions help us prove the existence and uniqueness of the

solution to the bank’s optimization problem:20

A1. φ < 2 1+ρL
1+ρH

− 1.

A2. γ < 1−ρH
2

.

Proposition 2 For each given excess cost of crisis financing φ, the bank’s maximization

problem has a unique solution (δ∗,D∗). In the solution: (1) (CF) is binding, that is, in a

crisis the financiers appropriate 100% of the bank’s residual continuation value. (2) Optimal

debt maturity 1/δ∗ is increasing in φ and the optimal amount of maturing debt per period

δ∗D∗ is decreasing in φ. In fact, if δ∗ ∈ (0, 1), both δ∗ and δ∗D∗ are strictly decreasing in φ.

The intuition for these results is the following. First, the bank is always interested in

maximizing its leverage, so (CF) is always binding, which in turn means that bankers get
18Notice that satisfying (LL) requires bankers’ dividends, μ− r(δ)D, to be non-negative.
19See the proof of Proposition 2 in the Online Appendix.
20A1 and A2 are sufficient conditions that impose rather mild restrictions on the parameters. For instance,

for the discount rates ρL, ρH , used in the calibration of the model (see Section 6), A1 and A2 impose
φ < 0.9957 and γ < 0.4986.
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fully diluted (α = 1) in each crisis. One can interpret the crisis financing arrangement as a

one period loan with a principal of δD which the crisis financiers grant to the bank. The

principal of such loan is repaid right after the crisis out of the reissuance of debt with face

value δD among savers. Additionally, the crisis financiers get also compensated with 100%

of bank equity.

Second, other things equal, as the excess cost of crisis financing φ increases, the value

of maturity transformation diminishes and all banks choose a longer expected maturity (a

lower δ∗). The implied tightening of (CF) also induces banks to reduce the amount of funding

δ∗D∗ demanded to crisis financiers.

The bank’s optimal debt structure decisions (δ∗,D∗) determine, as a residual, its equity

ratio, E/V . As shown in Figure 2, this ratio is strictly increasing in the excess cost of crisis

financing φ. Intuitively, each bank needs a larger value of equity in the normal state in order

to be able to pay its crisis financiers for the larger cost of financing during crises.21 Under

the calibration described in Section 6, equity ratios fall in a realistic 0%—6% interval for a

wide range of values of φ.

4.3 Equilibrium

Banks’ optimization problem for any given excess cost of crisis financing φ already embeds

savers’ participation constraint so the only condition for equilibrium that remains to be

imposed is the clearing of the market for crisis financing. The continuity and monotonicity

in φ of the function that describes excess demand in such market guarantees the existence

of a unique excess cost of crisis financing φe for which the market clears:

Proposition 3 (1) The equilibrium (φe, (re, δe,De)) exists and is unique. (2) If the inverse

supply of crisis financing Φ(x) shifts upwards, (i) expected debt maturity 1/δe increases, (ii)

total refinancing needs δeDe fall, (iii) bank debt yields re increase, and (iv) the excess cost

of crisis financing φe increases. (3) If initially δe ∈ (0, 1), all these variations are strict.
21Even with φ = 0 banks need some (tiny) positive equity because crisis financiers demand a return ρH

larger than r for their funds.
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Figure 2 Banks’ optimal equity ratio E/V in state N

The proposition also states the effects of a shift in the inverse supply of crisis financing.

Other comparative statics results are omitted for brevity.22

5 Efficiency and regulatory implications

In this section we solve the problem of a social planner who has the ability to control banks’

funding decisions (δ,D) subject to the same constraints that banks face when solving their

private value maximization problems, and we show that debt maturity in the unregulated

competitive equilibrium is inefficiently short.

Since in our economy only existing bankers and future crisis financiers obtain a surplus,

a natural objective for the social planner is to maximize the sum of the present value of

such surpluses. Crisis financiers appropriate the difference between the equilibrium excess

cost of crisis financing, φ = Φ(δD), and the net present value of their alternative investment

opportunity, z = Φ(x) < Φ(δD) for all x < δD. Hence, their surplus in a crisis is:

u(δ,D) =

Z δD

0

(Φ(δD)− Φ(x)) dx = δDΦ(δD)−
Z δD

0

Φ(x)dx. (10)

22They can be found in a working paper predecessor of the current paper, Segura and Suarez (2013).
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Evaluated at the normal state, the present value of their expected future surpluses can be

written as:23

U(δ,D) =
1

ρH

ε(1 + ρH)

1 + ρH + ε
u(δ,D). (11)

From here, using (8), the objective function of the social planner can be expressed as:

W (δ,D) = V (δ,D;Φ(δD)) + U(δ,D)

=
μ

ρH
+

ρH—r(δ)
ρH

D − 1

ρH

ε(ρH—r(δ))
1+ρH+ε

δD − 1

ρH

ε(1 + ρH)

1+ρH+ε

Z δD

0

Φ(x)dx, (12)

which contains four terms: the value of an unlevered bank, the value added by maturity

transformation in the absence of systemic crises, the value loss due to financing the bank

with impatient experts during liquidity crises, and the value loss due to the sacrifice of

the NPV of the investment projects given up by the experts who act as crisis financiers.

Importantly, and differently from bankers when looking at (8), the social planner does not

evaluate W (δ,D) at a taken-as-given excess cost of crisis financing φ, but internalizes the

impact of δD on the market clearing φ. As in (8), the absolute values of the last three terms

are increasing in both δ and D.

With this key ingredient, the social planner’s problem can be written as:

max
δ∈[0,1], D≥0

W (δ,D)

s.t. μ—(1—δ)rD+δD+E(δ,D;Φ(δD)) ≥ (1+ρH)(1+Φ(δD))δD (CF’)

(13)

This problem differs from banks’ optimization problem (9) in two dimensions. First, the

objective function includes the surplus of the crisis financiers. Second, (CF’) contains Φ(δD)

in the place occupied by φ in the (CF) constraint because the social planner internalizes the

effect of δD on the market-clearing excess cost of crisis financing.24

23U(δ,D) can be found by solving the following recursive equation:

U(δ,D) =
1

1 + ρH

∙
(1− ε)U(δ,D) + ε

µ
u(δ,D) +

1

1 + ρH
U(δ,D)

¶¸
.

The first term in square brackets takes into account that, with probability 1−ε, next period is also a normal
period and crisis financiers’ continuation surplus remains equal to U(δ,D). The second term captures that
with probability ε there is a crisis, in which case crisis financiers obtain u(δ,D) plus the continuation surplus
that, one more period later, is again U(δ,D).
24The constraint called (LL) in (9) can be safely ignored because it is implied by (CF’).
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Comparing the solution of the planner’s problem with the unregulated equilibrium, we

obtain the following result:

Proposition 4 If the competitive equilibrium features δe ∈ (0, 1) then a social planner can

increase social welfare by choosing a longer expected debt maturity than in the competitive

equilibrium, i.e. some 1/δs > 1/δe, and a higher amount of debt issuance, i.e. some Ds > De.

Moreover, the social planner can implement such debt structure by choosing 1/δs and then

allowing banks to choose the amount of their debt.

The root of the discrepancy between the competitive and the socially optimal allocations

is at the way individual banks and the social planner perceive the frontier of the set of

maturity transformation possibilities, that is, of the set of pairs (δ,D) compatible with the

feasibility of obtaining crisis financing. As illustrated in Figure 3, the perfectly competitive

banks choose their individually optimal (δ,D) along the (CF) constraint in which the excess

cost of crisis funds remains fixed at its (taken as given) equilibrium value φe. Instead, the

social planner does it along (CF’), where φ = Φ(δD).

At the equilibrium allocation (δe,De) both the social planner’s and the initial bankers’

indifference curves are tangent to (CF). Moreover, (CF) and (CF’) intersect at (δe, De) since

the competitive equilibrium obviously satisfies φe = Φ(δeDe). However, the social planner’s

indifference curve is not tangent to (CF’) at (δe, De), implying that this allocation does not

maximize welfare. In the neighborhood of (δe,De), (CF’) allows for a larger increase in D,

by reducing δ, than what seems implied by (CF), where φ remains constant. It turns out

that maturity transformation can produce a larger surplus with a lower use of its intensive

margin (a lower δ or longer maturities) and a larger use of its extensive margin (higher

leverage), like at (δs,Ds). Finally, the proposition states that implementing this allocation

would simply require introducing a regulation that fixes banks’ expected debt maturity 1/δ

at 1/δs, while allowing banks to decide how much debt to issue (since they would choose as

much as compatible with their (CF) constraint).
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These results offer a new perspective on regulatory proposals emerged in the aftermath

of the recent crisis that defend reducing both banks’ leverage and their reliance on short-

term funding. In the context of the current model, once debt maturity (δ) is regulated,

limiting banks’ leverage (D) would be counterproductive. Our results also indicate that

simply limiting banks’ leverage (e.g., through higher capital requirements) would not correct

the inefficiencies identified above. In fact, as one can see in Figure 3, forcing banks to choose

debt lower than De without intervening on the choice of δ, would induce them, in the new

regulated equilibrium, to move along (CF’) in the direction that implies a shorter expected

debt maturity (larger δ), thus lowering welfare even further.

Figure 3 Equilibrium vs. socially optimal debt structures. The solid curve is the private
(CF) constraint in the unregulated equilibrium, the dot-and-dashed curve is the social
(CF’) constraint. The two dashed curves are indifference curves of the social planner.

Of course, the regulation of bank leverage might be desirable for reasons extensively

discussed elsewhere (e.g. Santos, 2001) that our model abstracts from. These notably

include the presence of asset side risk, the existence of costs of bank failure that banks do

not fully internalize or distortions due to government guarantees. In subsection 7.4 we outline
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an extension of the model in which banks that violate (CF) may expect the government to

bail them out (e.g. by subsidizing their access to crisis financing). We argue that regulatory

limits to bank leverage would be socially desirable in such case.

6 Quantitative results

In this section we calibrate the model in order to assess the potential quantitative importance

of its implications. In order to render the exercise more realistic we first extend the model

to allow bank debt to incorporate an exogenous base of stable retail deposits together with

crisis-unstable wholesale debt.

6.1 The model with stable retail funding

In the baseline model we assume that banks in normal periods face a perfectly elastic demand

for their debt from investors who “run” (do not refinance such debt) in crisis periods. We

think these features are a good description of banks’ wholesale debt funding but do not

capture well the greater stability of retail deposits, which arguably comes from the existence

of deposit insurance (see Gorton, 2009).25

To account for the possibility of stable retail debt funding, we extend the model as follows.

We assume that on top of the debt investors considered so far, hereinafter called wholesale

investors, each bank has the opportunity to raise funding among a (captive) population of

retail investors that contains a measure DR ≥ 0 of patient agents in each period. Exactly

like wholesale investors, retail investors are born with one unit of funds each and suffer

idiosyncratic shocks to their discount rate as specified in the baseline model. But differently

from them, retail investors are attached to each specific bank, their funding is limited and,

crucially, they do not run in crisis periods.26

25Differences in the propensity to run of different classes of debt are explicitly recognized in regulations
regarding the liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) in Basel III (BCBS, 2013). Specifically, when establishing rules
for the estimation of banks’ potential refinancing needs during a crisis, they set lower minimum run-off rates
for insured retail deposits than for other debt categories.
26Since a measure γDR of each bank’s retail investors become impatient in each period, we implicit assume

that a measure γDR of new patient retail investors become accessible to each bank in each period.
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Under this extension, the problem of the bank consists in optimally choosing the pair

((δ,D), (δR, DR)), of debt structures for wholesale and retail funding, respectively. The

stability of retail funding implies trivially that banks will choose δR = 1 (the lowest maturity),

thus guaranteeing that retail debt is only held by the retail investors who are patient in each

period. Retail funding can consequently be interpreted as demand deposits that, according

to (3), pay the lowest possible interest rate r(1) = ρL, and are issued in amount DR = DR

by each bank.

Taking this into account, the formal analysis can be conducted by minimally modifying

the equations of the baseline model: the asset cash flow μ must be replaced by μ − ρLDR

(subtracting the interest payments on retail deposits) and the market value of the bank as

defined in (8) must incorporate DR as an additional term.

6.2 Calibration

We calibrate our extended model to the Eurozone banking sector. The objective is to match

the debt structure (outstanding amounts, wholesale refinancing needs per month, and interest

rates of retail and wholesale debt) of a representative Eurozone bank in 2006, just prior to

the 2007-2009 financial crisis. Given the absence of relevant liquidity risk regulations in that

year, we will interpret the observed liability structure as corresponding to the unregulated

equilibrium of previous sections.

6.2.1 Duration of liquidity crises

We assume that liquidity crises last for one month, so a model period will represent one

month. This is consistent with the duration of the “liquidity stress scenarios” that the

new liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) of Basel III mandates banks to cover (see BCBS, 2013).

Reliable empirical estimates on the duration of such episodes do not exist. Regulators chose

one month based on their expert assessment of an upper bound to the time it would take

banks’ refinancing markets to reestablish their proper functioning (possibly with some form

of public support) after an important disruption.
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6.2.2 Eurozone banks’ debt structure in 2006

Data on the liability structure of Eurozone banks is published regularly in the Monthly

Bulletin and the Monetary Statistics of the ECB (see the Appendix for details). We define

retail funding as the deposits held by euro area households and non-financial corporations

(NFCs) in euro area banks. All other debt liabilities (see Table 1) are considered wholesale

funding. As previously discussed, retail deposits are attributed a maturity parameter δR = 1

and assumed stable during crises. In turn, wholesale funding is treated as a homogeneous

debt category with an associated flow of refinancing needs which is the source of trouble

during crises. Estimating such flow is the most data-intensive part of the calibration.

We first attribute an average δi to each of the five wholesale debt categories i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

in Table 1. Existing data only provides some coarse partitions of debt categories by maturity

ranges. We estimate each average δi by assuming that banks’ debt is uniformly distributed

over the maturities contained in each of the maturity ranges. The overall δ assigned to

wholesale debt is the weighted average of each component δi. Its value of 0.359 implies esti-

mating that 35.9% of wholesale debt needs to be refinanced in each month and corresponds

to an expected debt maturity of 2.8 months in the model.

Table 1
Structure of Eurozone banks’ outstanding debt in 2006

Amount Fraction Weight in Assigned Implied
Debt category (b€) (%) overall δ δi 1/δi
Retail deposits 5, 821 27.4
Wholesale debt 15, 404 72.6 1.000 0.359 2.8
- Deposits & repos from banks 7, 340 34.6 0.476 0.560 1.8
- Commercial paper & bonds 4, 463 21.0 0.290 0.027 37.0
- Other deposits 2, 906 13.7 0.189 0.336 3.0
- Other repos 245 1.2 0.016 0.693 1.4
- Eurosystem lending 451 2.1 0.000 − −

Total outstanding debt 21, 225 100.0

This table describes the structure of Eurozone banks’ outstanding debt in 2006 and assigns a maturity
parameter δi to each of the wholesale debt categories based on existing breakdowns by maturity ranges.
For details on the underlying data and the assigment of δi, see the Appendix. The value of δi assigned
to Wholesale debt (the overall δ) is a weighted average of the δi assigned to its components (excluding
Eurosystem lending for which no maturity data is publicly available). One model period is one month.
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6.2.3 Choice of functional forms and parameter values

Following Greenwood et al. (2015), we assume a simple linear functional form for the inverse

supply of crisis financing:

Φ(x) = ax, (14)

where the parameter a ≥ 0 can be interpreted as the impact on the cost of funds during

crises of an increase in banks’ aggregate refinancing needs.27 In the context of systemic

liquidity crises, direct empirical evidence regarding a does not exist, so we will calibrate this

parameter within the model.

Our strategy for the calibration of the seven model parameters (ε, DR, ρL, ρH , γ, μ

and a) is as follows. ε and DR can be calibrated to match empirical counterparts directly

available in the existing evidence or data. The rest are set to make an equal number of model

equilibrium outcomes match calibration targets based on existing data (exact identification).

In fact the structure of the model allows us to split the remaining parameters in two blocks.

The block made by ρL, ρH , and γ can be calibrated without having fixed μ and a, so as to

make the model produce a yield curve that fits the average interest rate paid by deposits

of three different maturity ranges (defined based on data availability). The block made by

μ and a can subsequently be set in order to exactly match Eurozone banks’ overall amount

of wholesale debt and its associated monthly refinancing needs in 2006.28 The calibration

targets appear on Table 2. The resulting parameter values appear in Table 3.

Frequency of liquidity crises (ε) To obtain an estimate of ε, we use the subsample of

advanced economies in the systemic banking crises database of Laeven and Valencia (2012),

which covers the period 1970-2011 and is the largest in terms of the number of countries

that it covers. We compute the yearly frequency of systemic banking crises εY by dividing

27Greenwood et al. (2015) adopt this linear specification in a model of fire sales and calibrate a using prior
studies on the price impact of secondary market sales.
28Most calibrated macroeconomic models do not have this recursive structure and hence have to fix most

of the internally calibrated parameters simultaneously. Given the recursivity of our model, we think that
splitting its calibration in two stages renders the identification of the parameters more transparent.
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the number of years in which a systemic crisis is registered in the subsample (the number of

country-year observations classified as crises) by the maximum number of potential occur-

rences (the total number of country-year observations).29 The yearly systemic banking crisis

frequency εY is translated into a monthly probability of a liquidity crisis using the equation

εY = 1 − (1 − ε)12, which presumes that registering a banking crisis in a year implies the

occurrence of a liquidity crisis in at least one of its months.30 The calibrated ε corresponds

to suffering a liquidity crisis every 11.4 years on average.

Table 2
Calibration targets

Matched
Description Model variable value Interpretation
Frequency of liquidity crises ε 0.0076 Every 11.4 years
Aggregate banks’ retail funding DR 5,821 5,821 b€
Average interest rates
- Overnight deposits r(1) 0.000685 0.8% yearly
- Deposits with maturity ≤ 2 years 1

24−1
R 24
1

r(1
t
)dt 0.002012 2.4% yearly

- Deposits with maturity > 2 years 1
60−24

R 60
24

r(1
t
)dt 0.002552 3.1% yearly

Banks’ aggregate wholesale debt De 14,953 14,953 b€
Maturing wholesale debt per month δe 0.359 Every 2.8 months

This table describes the targets for the baseline calibration of the model. The parameter values that
appear in Table 3 below are found so as to exactly match the values of the moments described in
columns 1 and 2 of this table with their data counterparts. Columns 3 and 4 show the matched values
and their interpretation in terms of meaningful units of measurement. One model period is one month.
See the main text and the Appendix for further details.

Aggregate retail debt funding (DR) We set the aggregate amount of banks’ retail

funding DR equal to its empirical counterpart in Table 1.

Preference parameters (ρL, ρH , and γ) The discount rates ρL and ρH , and the

frequency of idiosyncratic preference shocks γ completely determine the interest rate curve

29For most countries in advanced economies, the number of possible occurrences is (2011-1970)+1=42,
but we take into account that some countries were created in the 1990s, after the collapse of the communist
block in Eastern Europe.
30This methodology takes into account the heterogeneity in the duration of systemic crises in the data.

Specifically, a crisis lasting n years contributes n times more to the estimate of εY than a crisis lasting one
year.
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r(δ) (see (3)). We calibrate these parameters to match the average interest rates paid

by Eurozone banks in 2006 on household deposits of three different maturities: overnight

deposits (that we match to the rate that corresponds to the shortest maturity in the model,

r(1) = ρL), term deposits with maturity up to two years (that we match to the model implied

average 1
24−1

R 24
1

r(1/t)dt), and term deposits with maturity above two years (that we match

to the model implied average 1
60−24

R 60
24

r(1/t)dt).31 See the Appendix for further details on

the data.

Table 3
Parameter values

Description Parameter Value Interpretation
Frequency of liquidity crises ε 0.0076 Every 11.4 years
Aggregate banks’ retail funding DR 5,821 5,821 b€
Patient agents’ discount rate ρL 0.000685 0.8% yearly
Impatient agents’ discount rate ρH 0.002816 3.4% yearly
Frequency of idiosyncratic preference shocks γ 0.204 Every 4.9 months
Per period asset cash flow μ 35.3 35.3 b€/month
Impact of needs on cost of crisis funds a 0.000038 0.38 bps/b€

This table describes the parameters values emerging from the baseline calibration of the model. These
values are set so as to exactly match the calibration targets specified in Table 2 following a two-stage
procedure described in the text. One model period is one month. The last column in the table provides
an interpretation of the parameter values in terms of meaningful units of measurement.

Asset cash flow (μ) The per period asset cash flow μ is mostly a scale parameter that

determines banks’ debt capacity. We set it to make the equilibrium amount of wholesale

debt D equal to its empirical counterpart in Table 1. The resulting μ implies attributing to

Eurozone banks monthly aggregate asset returns of 35.3 b€ in 2006.

Impact of refinancing needs on cost of funds (a) Parameter a has a direct ef-

fect on the equilibrium excess cost of funds during crises, which in turn determines banks’

equilibrium choice of δ. Hence, we calibrate this parameter to exactly match the overall δ

31We use household deposits because of the availability of interest rate data by maturity range. However,
the distribution of deposits within each maturity range is not provided, so we just assume a uniform distrib-
ution over the stated ranges. We cap the over two years range at five years based on the casual observation
that deposits of longer maturities are very rare.
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computed in Table 1. The calibrated a implies that an increase of 1 b€ per month in Eu-

rozone banks’ refinancing needs increases the excess cost of crisis financing, φ, in 0.38 bps.

This estimate is of the same order of magnitude as the 1.00 bps/b€ used in the calculations

of Greenwood et al. (2015) and the 0.62 bps/b€ implied by the overall 10 bps impact of the

16 b€ bond issue by Deutsche Telekom reported by Newman and Rierson (2004).32

6.2.4 Other model implied variables

In the calibrated economy the equilibrium excess cost of crisis funds is φe = 0.210, which

means that crisis financiers obtain a return from refinancing banks during crises of 21.0% in

excess of their required annual discount rate of 3.4%. This model variable might be assimi-

lated to the “underpricing gains” that experts make when acquiring banks’ equity in periods

of distress. Unfortunately we are not aware of studies reporting these gains.

In the unregulated equilibrium of our calibrated economy, banks operate with an equity

ratio of 5.2%, and a return on assets, ROA, of 0.7%.33 Before comparing these numbers

with their empirical counterparts, it is worth recalling that our model abstracts from asset

risk while, of course, in reality banks use their capital also as a buffer to absorb potential

asset-side losses. As further explained in subsection 7.3, if asset risk is potentially concurrent

with refinancing risk, banks may want to have enough capital to cover both types of risks

at the same time. What this means is that the equity ratio produced by the model should

be interpreted as an indication of how much capital would be needed to cover refinancing

risk alone. Therefore, the model generated equity ratio should be expected to be lower than

the one observed in the data. Indeed, according to the Saint Louis Fed’s FRED database,

Eurozone banks’ equity ratio in 2006 was 6.6%, i.e. 1.4 percentage points higher than the

equity ratio produced by the model.

Relatedly, abstracting from asset risk and investors’ risk aversion, the ROA generated

32See Ellul et al. (2011) and Feldhutter (2012) for additional references estimating price impacts in the
context of fire sales.
33ROA is conventionally defined as net income over market value of assets. Its monthly counterpart in our

model is (μ—ρLDR—r(δ)D)/V.
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by the model should also be expected to be lower than its data counterpart. And, in fact,

the ROA of Eurozone banks in 2006 as reported in FRED was 1.0%, 34 bps higher than the

figure generated by the model.

6.3 Value of maturity transformation

Table 4 shows the value generated by maturity transformation in the unregulated equilibrium

obtained under the parameters described in Table 3. It reports the unlevered value of bank

assets and the sources of value or social surplus gains and losses captured in the expressions

for V and W in (8) and (12), respectively.34

Table 4
Value of maturity transformation and gains from regulation

Unregulated Gains from
equilibrium regulation
Value % of ∆Value % of

Components (b€) μ/ρH (b€) μ/ρH
Unlevered value of bank assets (μ/ρH) 12, 543 100.0 0 0.0
Gains from maturity transformation if ε = 0 12, 971 103.4 −215 −1.2
Losses from refinancing risk (ε > 0) if φ = 0 −23 −0.2 4 0.0
Losses from excess cost of crisis funding (φ > 0) −3, 107 −24.8 636 5.1
Total market value of banks (V ) 22, 383 178.5 424 3.4

Market value of bank debt (D +DR) 21, 225 169.2 660 5.3
Market value of bank equity (E) 1, 158 9.2 −235 −1.9
Present value of experts’ rents (U) 1, 554 12.4 −319 −2.5
Social surplus (W = V + U) 23, 937 190.9 105 0.8

This table describes the value generated by maturity transformation in the unregulated equilibrium
and the gains from optimally regulating debt maturity. For a comparison of key model variables
across the unregulated and regulated economies, see Table 5. The breakdown of the sources of value
is based on trivially extended versions of the expressions for V and W in (8) and (12), respectively.
ε is the probability of a suffering a crisis. φ is the excess cost of crisis financing.

Maturity transformation allows the representative bank to increase its value by a net

amount equivalent to 78.5% of the unlevered value of its assets, μ/ρH . Indeed, before sub-

tracting the costs associated with refinancing risk, maturity transformation produces a gross

34In the extended model, the expression for V is as in (8) plus the term ρH−ρL
ρH

DR that captures the value
of maturity transformation associated with retail funding.
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extra value of 103.4% of μ/ρH . However, the anticipated discounted costs of all future crises

(almost entirely due to having φ > 0) subtract value equivalent to 24.8% of μ/ρH . Hav-

ing enough capacity to pay for the excess costs incurred in each crisis requires the bank to

operate with equity worth about 9.2% of the unlevered value of its assets.

The social surplus W generated by banks exceeds banks’ total market value V because

it also includes the intramarginal rents appropriated by the experts who finance the banks

in each crisis, which represent about 12.4% of μ/ρH .

6.4 Regulating the externality

Internalizing the pecuniary externality associated with the cost of crisis refinancing pushes

the social planner to impose a longer expected maturity to wholesale debt (3.3 months) than

the one chosen by banks in the unregulated economy (2.8 months). Table 5 compares the

value of several equilibrium variables across the unregulated and the optimally regulated

economies. The lengthening of debt maturity allows banks to expand their wholesale debt

by 4.3% (660 b€), while still reducing their aggregate refinancing needs in a crisis by 10.8%

(600 b€). This in turn leads to a reduction of 2.3 percentage points in the excess cost of

crisis financing. Regulation also reduces the value of the investment opportunities given up

by crisis financiers in each crisis (by 20.4% or 118 b€) and the equity ratio E/V that banks

need (in normal states) in order to assure their refinancing during crises (4.0% rather than

5.2%).35

The implications of regulation for the various components of banks’ market value and

social surplus are described in the last two columns of prior Table 4. The bulk of the net

gains are due to the reduction in the excess cost of crisis financing. The market value of the

bank absorbs about one third of the savings from such reduction, while the remaining two

thirds are offset by the lower gains from maturity transformation. Interestingly, while banks’

market value increases by an amount equivalent to 3.4% of unlevered asset value (424 b€),

the final increase in social surplus is equivalent to 0.8% of μ/ρH (105 b€). The remaining

35As shown in (12), the NPV of investment opportunities sacrificed by experts in each crisis is
R δD
0
Φ(x)dx.
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2.6% (319 b€) represents the reduction in the value of the rents appropriated by experts

during crises. To put these numbers in perspective, if the 424 billion gain in banks’ market

value that can be achieved through regulation were appropriated by bank equityholders, it

would imply a windfall gain equivalent to 36.6% of the banks’ equity value in the unregulated

equilibrium.

Table 5
Effects of regulation on key equilibrium variables

Unregulated Regulated
Description economy economy Change
Expected maturity (months) 2.8 3.3 0.5m
Aggregate wholesale debt (b€) 15, 404 16, 064 4.3%
Aggregate refinancing needs (b€) 5, 530 4, 930 −10.8%
Excess cost of crisis funds (%) 21.0 18.7 −2.3pp
Value sacrificed by financiers in each crisis (b€) 579 461 −20.4%
Equity ratio (%) 5.2 4.0 −1.2pp
This table compares key model variables across the unregulated equilibrium and the equilibrium
emerging under the optimal regulation of banks’ debt maturity decisions. In both economies the
underlying parameter values are those of the baseline calibration (Table 3). The last column reports
variations measured in months (m), per cents (%) or percentage points (pp).

6.5 Is the NSFR the right response?

The above results show the quantitative importance of the pecuniary externalities captured

by the model and the substantial implications of their optimal regulation. The purpose of

this section is to check whether the lengthening of bank debt maturity through the new

NSFR regulation of Basel III is a good approximation to what we find to be optimal.

As described in BCBS (2014), the new NSFR regulation establishes that banks must

operate with a ratio of available stable funding (ASF) to required stable funding (RSF) larger

than one. The ASF is defined as the portion of funding expected to be reliable over one

year. Specifically, it includes with a full factor liabilities (including equity) with a residual

maturity above one year and assigns positive factors lower than one to some liabilities with

a residual maturity below one year, including household and small business deposits (0.90-

0.95), funding from non financial corporates (0.5), and other liabilities with residual maturity
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between six months and one year (0.5). Thus, in our model, we could conservatively estimate

ASF using the formula

[ASF = E +DR + (1− δ)12D + 0.5
¡
(1− δ)6 − (1− δ)12

¢
D,

where equity E and retail deposits DR enter with a full factor, (1 − δ)12D introduces also

with a full factor the fraction of unstable debt D that will not mature before one year, and

the last term introduces with a 0.5 factor the unstable debt that will mature in less than

one year but no less than six months.36

A bank’s RSF is measured from the characteristics of its assets under the principle that

longer maturity and less liquid assets should be attributed higher RSF factors. Specifically,

assets with a residual maturity below one year get a zero RSF factor, while for claims (on

private non financial agents) with a residual maturity above one year, the factors range from

0.15 for corporate debt securities and covered bonds with ratings no lower than AA— to one

for non performing loans.

Unfortunately, directly attributing an average RSF factor to Euro Area banks in 2006

would require unavailable data. However, a recent study on the NSFR conducted by the

European Banking Authority (EBA, 2015) indicates that the vast majority of examined

banks had average RSF factors higher than 0.5 by the end of 2014 (Figure 2 on page 47 of

such report). Given the years of deleveraging and anticipation of NSFR regulations passed

since 2006, we think it is safe to take bχ = 0.5 as a conservative lower bound for the average
RSF factor of European banks in 2006.37 Applying such factor to the market value of bank

assets in our model, V, a conservative estimate of RSF would be

[RSF = bχV = 0.5V.
36Note that, for simplicity, we are treating all deposits as belonging to households and small businesses

and giving them a full weight. This choice is “conservative” in that it yields an upper bound for ASF,
making the new regulation look, if anything, looser than as currently defined.
37Again, the meaning of “conservative” is that, if anything, it will make the new NSFR regulation look

looser than as currently defined.
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Satisfying the new NSFR regulation with these estimates would require

[ASF
[RSF

≥ 1⇔ E +DR + (1− δ)12D + 0.5 ((1− δ)6 − (1− δ)12)D

0.5 (E +DR +D)
≥ 1, (15)

where we use the identity V = E +DR +D.

Adding constraint (15) to the bank’s problem in (9), we find that the equilibrium of

the NSFR-restricted economy involves δNSFR = 0.125 or an expected debt maturity of 8.0

months–5.2 months longer than in the unregulated equilibrium and 4.7 months longer than

in the social planner’s problem. The total surplus generated in this equilibrium is not only

obviously lower than under our prior optimally regulated maturity, but also 9.6% lower than

in the unregulated economy. This suggests that the reduction in maturity transformation

envisaged by NSFR regulation is, through the lens of our model, excessive.

6.6 Sensitivity analysis

We now analyze the robustness of our results to changes in some critical calibration choices.

We examine each one of those choices at a time, recalculating, if needed, all the parameters

that depend on it according to the calibration strategy described above. Table 6 summarizes

the results.

Maturity bunching at low and high ends As described in Section 6.2 the avail-

able data only provides some coarse partitions of debt categories by maturity ranges. In

the baseline calibration we estimate each average δi assuming that banks’ debt is uniformly

distributed over the maturities contained in each of the maturity ranges. To provide “con-

fidence intervals” for our results with respect to the uncertainty on the true value of the

calibration target δe, we consider the two polar cases in which the maturity of debt in each

class-maturity bucket is bunched at the low and high end, respectively, of the corresponding

maturities ranges.

The implied confidence interval for δe is [0.318,0.525].38 The consequences for other

calibrated parameters, endogenous variables, and normative results can be seen in Table
38The limits of this interval are found as the weighted averages of the lower and upper limits of the following
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6. They are largely driven by the adjustment in the cost impact parameter a needed to

rationalize bank refinancing needs in each scenario.

Higher cost impact of crisis refinancing needs The baseline calibration of the

cost impact parameter a yields a value lower than the price impact of fire sales estimated

in Newman and Rierson (2004), 0.62 bps/b€, and that used in Greenwood et al. (2015),

1.00 bps/b€. To explore the implications of having a equal to 1.00 bps/b€ while preserving

our capacity to match all the previous calibration targets, we assume that the (perhaps

non linear) inverse supply of funds curve Φ(x) can be locally approximated by a0 + ax and

calibrate a0 together with the remaining parameters except a. This yields a0 = −0.344, and

an unchanged value for μ. This strategy also leaves the implied unregulated excess cost of

crisis financing, the equity ratio, and the return on assets unaffected. The increase in a raises

the importance of the pecuniary externality, pushing up the regulated expected maturity (by

a few extra days) and the welfare gain from regulation (quite substantially).

Higher frequency of crises If instead of looking at the whole subsample of advanced

economies in Laeven and Valencia (2012), we only consider banking crises affecting the

countries that were part of the Eurozone in 2006, our estimate for ε becomes 0.0094 (or a

crisis every 8.9 years on average). Facing a higher frequency of crises, banks would increase

(all else equal) the maturity of their debt. Therefore, in the recalibrated economy (which

still matches banks’ average wholesale refinancing needs per month in 2006), the cost impact

parameter a falls to 0.32bps/b€ so that the implied excess cost of crisis funding φe falls.

Changes in other results are quite intuitive.

Longer duration of crises To explore the implications of the possibility that liquidity

crises last longer than in the baseline calibration, we recalibrate the model under the alter-

intervals by debt category: Deposits & repos from banks [0.506,0.642], Commercial paper & bonds [0,0.322],
Other deposits [0.299,0.528], Other repos [0.693,0.693]. For Other repos, the interval is a singleton because
the data provides the exact fraction of them with residual maturity of up to one month
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native assumption that one period is three months, which makes crises significantly more

severe. Each observation of a country-year systemic banking crisis is now interpreted as the

materialization in the country of a liquidity crisis in at least one of the four quarters of the

year (which means that crises happen with essentially the same annual frequency as in the

baseline calibration). To obtain 3-month estimates of the fraction of debt of each class i that

matures during a crisis, we use the formula δi,3 = δi+(1− δi)δi+(1− δi)
2δi, where δi is the

1-month estimate reported in Table 1. The resulting 3-month overall fraction of maturing

wholesale debt is δe3 = 0.626, which corresponds to an expected maturity of 4.8 months in

the model. To rationalize the data, parameters such as the cost impact a and the per-period

cash flow μ adjust so as to make banks able to cope with larger refinancing needs during

crises. The implied equity ratio increases. Eventually, the increase in debt maturity required

to achieve efficiency is just slightly higher than in the baseline calibration, while the social

gains from regulation are substantially reduced (since they crucially depend on the size of

a).

Instability of retail funding What would happen if retail funding is not stable during

crises? To answer this question, we add the prior value ofDR to the wholesale debt previously

contained in De and recalculate the target for δe after taking into account the maturity

structure of retail deposits.39 Since the implied refinancing needs during crises increase

significantly, this alternative calibration also yields a lower value for a, a higher value for

μ, and a higher equity ratio. The normative results change only slightly relative to those

obtained under the baseline calibration.40

39This implies recalibrating the model with DR = 0, De = 21, 244 and δe = 0.415.
40The required lengthening of maturity is lower because a is lower, while welfare gains are larger because

the pecuniary externality affects a broader base of bank liabilities.
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Overall, the different alternative calibration scenarios explored in this subsection yield

plausible values for both the recalibrated parameters and the model-implied moments. Be-

sides, the key conclusions on the quantitative importance of the inefficiency and on the order

of magnitude of the required regulatory intervention remain fairly robust.

7 Discussion and possible extensions

In this section we discuss the importance of some of the assumptions of the model and outline

some of its potential extensions. Formal details on the analysis and extensions described in

subsections 7.1-7.4 are provided in the Online Appendix.

7.1 Optimality of not defaulting during crises

We have so far assumed that the liquidation value L, is small enough for banks to find it

optimal to rely on funding structures that satisfy the (CF) constraint. How small L has to

be (and what happens if it is not) is discussed next.

If a bank were not able to refinance its maturing debt, it would default, and we assume

that this would precipitate its liquidation. As we explain in the Online Appendix, we assume

that the bank in this case is put into resolution, retail depositors are paid first, out of L, and

the wholesale debtholders share the remains, if positive. Assuming L ≥ DR (or alternatively

the existence of full deposit insurance), retail deposits would remain riskless even if the bank

is expected to default in a crisis. In contrast, the interest rate paid on wholesale debt would

have to include compensation for credit risk. After undertaking the necessary adjustments,

in the Online Appendix we derive the maximum liquidation value Lmax for which, if all other

banks opt for debt structures that prevent default during crises, an individual bank prefers

preventing default during crises. Thus for L ≤ Lmax, the equilibrium in which all banks find

it optimal to prevent default is sustainable.

Under our baseline calibration, Lmax equals 18, 507 b€, which represents 82.6% of the

total market value of the bank in a normal state (V ). Therefore, our focus on situations
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in which the representative bank chooses debt structures that allow it to survive a crisis is

consistent with assuming that L is below 82.6% of V . In light of existing evidence on bank

resolutions, we consider this assumption plausible.41

7.2 Crises that lead to default

The model could nevertheless be extended to situations with L > Lmax. In this case, some

banks will necessarily default in equilibrium. To keep the aggregate size of the banking

system constant, we will assume that each defaulting bank gets replaced, right after the

crisis, by an identical bank that pays an entry cost c.

In such setup, it is possible to prove the existence of an equilibrium in mixed strategies

in which a fraction xe of the banks (safe banks) choose debt structures that satisfy the (CF)

constraint, and the remaining banks (risky banks) choose debt structures that expose them

to default during crises. Specifically, denote the excess cost of funds faced by safe banks

during crises and their debt structure by (φe, (δe, De)), and the total market value of a risky

bank under its optimal debt structure by V d. Then, having a mixed strategies equilibrium

requires

V (δe,De;φe) = V d, with

φe = Φ(xeδeDe),

that is, banks must be indifferent between being safe and risky, while φe must be compatible

with the clearing of the market for crisis funds when only the fraction xe of (safe) banks

relies on experts’ funding.

Importantly, the need to regulate safe banks’ debt maturity is preserved under this ex-

tension.42 In addition, a bank that decides to be safe relies on experts’ funds during crises

and, hence, creates a negative pecuniary externality on the remaining safe banks, so a social

41For instance, Bennett and Unal (2014), using data from bank holding companies resolved in the US by
the FDIC from 1986 to 2007, estimate an average discounted total resolution cost to asset ratio of 33.2%, a
number compatible with our assumption. See Hardy (2013) for related evidence.
42To simplify the normative analysis, we assume V d = c, which prevents us from having to consider the

surplus V d − c > 0 otherwise appropriated by the entrants that replace defaulting banks.
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planner may find it optimal to regulate how many banks are allowed to be safe. Indeed,

denoting by (δs, Ds) and xs the socially optimal debt structure and measure of safe banks,

respectively, it is possible to prove that:

V (δs, Ds;Φ(xsδsDs)) > V d,

which implies the need to regulate the measure xs of banks choosing (δs,Ds). A way to do

so would be to make safe banks pay a fee V (δs,Ds;Φ(xsδsDs)) − V d (in addition to fixing

their expected debt maturity at 1/δs).43 This would lead to an intuitive split of the banking

sector between safe regulated banks and risky unregulated banks (a sort of shadow banks).

The main point of this discussion is to show that the essential insights of the model also

apply when allowing for the possibility that some banks default during crises. Having said

that, taking full account of the repercussions of bank default might require several other

modifications in the model, e.g. regarding the value at which banks can be liquidated, which

might negatively depend on the measure of failing banks.44 Exploring such modifications

exceeds the scope of the current paper.

7.3 Asset risk

Our model focuses on the refinancing risk associated with banks’ wholesale debt and provides

a novel theory of bank equity as a buffer to cover the losses due to such risk. This view is

not a substitute but a complement to the view that bank equity serves as a buffer to absorb

potential asset-side losses. We have abstracted from asset risk to focus on the truly novel

aspects of our contribution. Here we sketch how our model could be extended to include

asset risk.

Suppose that crises, additional to interrupting access to usual wholesale refinancing chan-

nels, destroy a fraction χ ∈ (0, 1) of bank assets.45 To keep the simple recursive structure
43This reasoning does not necessarily imply having xs < xe.
44Assuming that the same experts that refinance banks during crises can also buy the assets of defaulting

banks might produce an interesting nexus between the excess refinancing cost of safe banks and the liquidation
value of defaulting banks.
45This would capture in reduced form the intertwined fundamental and panic aspects of banking crises

typically captured in the literature on bank runs (e.g. Goldstein and Pauzner, 2005).
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of the model, assume that in the normal state following a crisis, banks can replenish their

damaged asset base by acquiring at a cost c > 0 the assets χ lost in the crisis (where we

can assume χ μ
ρH+εχ

> c so that such investment has positive NPV even if not accompa-

nied by any gains from maturity transformation). Banks can pay for c with the proceeds

from reestablishing their pre-crisis debt structure, δD, or with direct contributions from the

experts.46 Finally, in order to abstract from a potential debt overhang problem that may

lead to inefficient asset replenishment decisions, assume that each bank operates under a

covenant that forces it to reestablish its damaged asset base after crises.47

Conditional on having access to crisis financing, banks in this extended setup reestablish

their original asset size after each crisis and the recursivity of the problem leads to expressions

for equity value, total market value, and the crisis financing constraint very similar to those

in the baseline model.48 In an equilibrium with no default, the (CF) constraint is binding,

and the entire model logic remains essentially the same as in the baseline model: unregulated

debt maturities are too short and regulated banks would be able to operate with lower equity

ratios because of the lower need to cover excess refinancing costs during crises. Importantly,

banks’ equity in this extension acts as a buffer to accommodate not only excess refinancing

costs but also asset-side losses suffered during crises.

46In the Online Appendix, we simplify the modeling of this last possibility by assuming that the upward
sloping supply of funds among experts only operates during crisis periods, while in normal periods experts’
funds have a constant opportunity cost ρH . This is similar to Bolton, Chen, and Yang (2011), who assume
time variation in the conditions at which banks can tap equity markets.
47See Dangl and Zechner (2007) for a model of debt maturity decisions in which there is no such covenant

and shorter maturities can serve to commit equityholders to reducing leverage after poor performance.
48Specifically, similarly to (6) and (7), equity value is

EAR(δ,D;φ) =
μ

ρH
− r(δ)

ρH
D − 1

ρH

ε{[(1+ρH)φ+ρH ]—r(δ)}
1+ρH+ε

δD − εχ

ρH(1+ρH+ε)
μ− 1

ρH

ε

1+ρH+ε
c,

while the new crisis financing constraint imposes

(1− χ)μ− (1− δ)rD + δD − c+EAR(δ,D;φ) ≥ (1 + ρH)(1 + φ)δD.
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7.4 Bailout expectations and the regulation of leverage

Our normative results imply that the optimal regulation of debt maturity would allow banks

to increase their leverage. This implication is in contrast to policy makers’ view that banks’

leverage is excessive because banks expect to obtain public support when suffering financial

distress. In this extension we show that adding the possibility of government bailouts would

lead to the need for regulating banks’ leverage rather than just debt maturity.

Suppose that there is a government that can subsidize the refinancing of banks by experts

during crises. Recall that in the baseline model, if for a given excess cost of crisis funds φ,

a bank does not satisfy the (CF) constraint, then experts will not refinance its maturing

debt during crises. This would trigger default and the liquidation of the bank. Suppose that

liquidation produces some external social costs C > 0 so that the government may have an

ex post motive to avoid the failure of the bank. Suppose further that the government can

promise potential financing experts some transfer τ just after the crisis, financed by taxing

savers at that point.49 Assume finally that the bailout process involves some intervention

cost λ > 0. Clearly, for a large enough subsidy τ , the bank will be able to obtain experts’

funding and its liquidation will be avoided.

When the social cost of default C is sufficiently large relative to the government inter-

vention cost λ, the government will find ex-post optimal to bail out the bank. But banks,

anticipating this, will ignore their (CF) constraint and debtholders will not demand any com-

pensation for default risk. In this polar situation, the “moral hazard” problem is extreme: the

limited liability constraint during normal times (LL) is the only relevant constraint.50 Not

surprisingly, banks will choose debt with the shortest maturity (δe = 1) and the maximum

possible leverage (De = μ/ρL) so that their equity ratio will be zero.

In this setup, banks ignore the costs associated with government bailouts. To the extent

that these costs are sufficiently important, the social planner may want to implement the

49We do not consider the possibility of taxing savers during crises because this would provide an arguably
artificial means to avoid paying the excess cost of crisis financing.
50Banks unable to satisfy (LL) are assumed not to be allowed to operate.
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optimal debt structure (δs, Ds) of the baseline model, which satisfies (CF) and, thus, does not

lead to bailouts. Two important differences with respect to the baseline model arise. First,

leverage under the optimal regulated debt structure, Ds, is lower than the unregulated one,

De. Second, regulating (average) debt maturity only is not enough, since bailout expectations

would lead banks to choose a leverage level D0 > Ds and the government to bail out the

banks during crises.51

7.5 Tradability of debt

The non-tradability of banks’ debt plays a key role in the model. The holders of non-

mature debt who turn impatient suffer disutility from delaying consumption until their debt

matures because there is no secondary market where to sell the debt (or where to sell it

at a sufficiently good price). If bank debt could be traded without frictions, debtholders

would sell their debts to patient investors as soon as they become impatient. Banks could

issue perpetual debt (δ = 0) at some initial period and get rid of refinancing concerns. In

practice a lot of bank debt instruments apart from retail deposits, including certificates of

deposit, interbank deposits, repos, and commercial paper, are commonly issued over the

counter (OTC) and have no liquid secondary market.

Our model does not contain an explicit justification for the lack of tradability. Arguably,

it might stem from administrative, legal compliance, and operational costs associated with

the trading (specially using centralized trade) of heterogenous debt instruments issued in

small amounts, with a short life or among a dispersed mass of investors. In fact, if some

investors possess better information about banks than other, then costs associated with

asymmetric information (e.g. exposure to a winners’ curse problem in the acquisition of

bank debt) may make the secondary market for bank debt unattractive to investors in the

first place (Gorton and Pennacchi, 1990).

Additionally, the literature in the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) tradition has demon-

51If the government could commit not to bail out banks then, as in the baseline model, the regulation of
1/δ only would suffice to achieve the socially optimal debt structure.
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strated that having markets for the secondary trading of bank claims might damage the

insurance role of bank debt.52 Yet, Diamond (1997) makes the case for the complementarity

between banks and markets when some agents’ access to markets is not guaranteed.

Our model could be extended to describe situations in which debt is tradable but in a

decentralized secondary market characterized by search frictions (like in Duffie et al., 2005,

Vayanos and Weill, 2008, and Lagos and Rocheteau, 2009). In such setting, shortening the

maturity of debt would have the effect of increasing the outside option of an impatient saver

who is trying to find a buyer for his non-matured debt.53 This could allow sellers to obtain

better prices in the secondary market, making them willing to pay more for the debt in the

first place and encouraging banks to issue short-term debt.54

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have assessed the value of maturity transformation, the inefficiencies caused

by underlying pecuniary externalities, and the gains from regulating banks’ debt maturity

decisions. The assessment is based on the calibrated version of an infinite horizon equi-

librium model in which banks with long-lived assets decide the overall principal, interest

rate payments, and maturity of their debt. Savers’ preference for short maturities comes

from their exposure to idiosyncratic preference shocks and the lack of tradability of bank

debt. Banks’ incentive not to set debt maturities as short as savers might, ceteris paribus,

prefer comes from the fact that there are episodes (systemic liquidity crises) in which their

access to savers’ funding fails and their refinancing becomes more expensive. Unregulated

debt maturities are inefficiently short because banks do not internalize the impact of their

decentralized capital structure decisions on the equilibrium cost of the funds needed for their

52The result refers explicitly to bank deposits. See von Thadden (1999) for a review of the results obtained
in this tradition.
53He and Milbradt (2014) and Bruche and Segura (2016) explicitly model the secondary market for cor-

porate debt as a market with search frictions.
54In Bruche and Segura (2016), these trade-offs imply a privately optimal maturity for bank debt. The

empirical evidence in Mahanti et al. (2008) and Bao et al. (2011), among others, shows that short-term
bonds are indeed more “liquid” (as measured by the narrowness of the bid-ask spread) than long-term bonds.
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financing during crises, which tightens the frontier of maturity transformation possibilities

faced by all banks.

The calibration of the model to Eurozone banking data for 2006 yields the result that the

welfare gains from the optimal regulation of banks’ debt maturity decisions are substantial

(with an aggregate present value of about euro 105 billion). Yet, the required lengthening in

the average maturity of banks’ wholesale debt is moderate: from its estimated 2.8 months

in the unregulated equilibrium to 3.3 months in the optimally regulated equilibrium. This

introduces a call for caution regarding the desirability of more drastic reductions in maturity

transformation such as those envisaged by the NSFR regulation of Basel III, which according

to our calculations would substantially reduce welfare.

We have sketched a number of extensions of the baseline model that establish possible

avenues for further research, including the integrated analysis of asset risk and refinancing

risk, allowing for default and asset liquidations to occur in equilibrium, and the calibration

of an extension of the model in which bailout expectations might justify the need for reg-

ulating banks’ leverage. Additionally, future research might address other issues that we

have left out of the current paper, including the potentially endogenous determination of

the probability of systemic crises (which for tractability we have treated as an exogenous

parameter, possibly leading to understate the importance of maturity risk regulation) and

the quantitative analysis of the role of private or public liquidity insurance arrangements.55

55Such role was theoretically analyzed in a working paper predecessor of the current paper (see Segura
and Suarez, 2013).
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Appendix: Data and calibration details

In this appendix we describe the sources of the data on the structure of Eurozone banks’

liabilities in 2006 and other details of our calibration of the model.

A.1 Debt categories and outstanding amounts

The data on the outstanding debt liabilities of the aggregate Eurozone banking sector at the

end of 2006 comes from the Monthly Bulletin and the Monetary Statistics published by the

ECB.We assume that retail funding consists of the deposits held by euro area households and

non-financial corporations (NFCs) in euro area banks whose figures are reported in Section

2.5 of the Monthly Bulletin. We adjust the original figures to exclude repurchase agreements,

that are not covered by deposit insurance, and include them in one of the wholesale funding

debt categories.

The remaining debt liabilities are considered wholesale funding. The breakdown shown

in the first column of Table 1 is chosen to provide a convenient match with the sources of

data that allow us to impute an average maturity to each debt category.

Deposits and repos from banks is a category created by adding and subtracting several

items. It is the result of adding (i) deposits issued by euro area banks with euro area monetary

and financial institutions (MFIs) (Monthly Bulletin, Section 2.1, Aggregate balance sheet

of euro area MFIs) and (ii) deposits issued by euro area banks with non-euro area banks

(Monthly Bulletin, Section 2.5), and subtracting (iii) lending from the Eurosystem to euro

area banks (Monthly Bulletin, Section 1.1) and (iv) loans from euro area MMFs to euro area

MFIs (Monetary Statistics, Aggregate balance sheet of euro area MMFs).

Commercial paper and bonds includes the outstanding principal of tradable debt securities

issued by euro area banks (Monthly Bulletin, Section 2.7).

Other deposits is a category created from Section 2.5 of the Monthly Bulletin that includes

deposits held by insurance corporations and pension funds, other financial intermediaries,

general government, non-bank non-euro area residents, and money market funds (MMFs).

We adjust the original figures to exclude, whenever feasible, repurchase agreements, that we

group in the next category.56

56This can be done for the first two sectors. For the last three sectors (whose deposits account for 5.9% of
total bank debt) it is not possible to distinguish between unsecured deposits and secured deposits (repos).
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Other repos includes the repurchase agreements from households, NFCs, insurance cor-

porations and pension funds, and other financial intermediaries.

Eurosystem lending is the lending made by the ECB and the national central banks of

the euro area (Monthly Bulletin, Section 1.1).

A.2 Average δ for each wholesale debt category

To impute an average δ to Other deposits we use the data on the maturity profile of the

corresponding deposits (Monthly Bulletin, Section 2.5). The data distinguishes between

the following maturities at issuance: (a) overnight, (b) up to two years, (c) more than

two years, (d) redeemable at notice of up to three months, and (e) redeemable at notice

of more than three months. We assign an average maturity δj to each of these maturity

intervals (j =a,b,c,d,e) and then compute a weighted average to obtain the average δ of the

corresponding debt category.57 For the maturity interval (a), the probability that the deposit

matures in a one month crisis is δa = 1. For the maturity interval (b), we assume that the

maturity at issuance of the corresponding debt is uniformly distributed in the interval from 0

to 24 months and that the issuance of this debt occurs in a perfectly staggered manner over

time, which implies assigning δb = 0.18.58 Similar assumptions allow us to impute δc = 0.025,

δd = 0.33 and δe = 0 to the remaining intervals.

To impute an average δ to Deposits and repos from banks, we use the Euro Money

Market Survey of the ECB. This yearly survey reports the average daily volumes of euro

denominated interbank borrowing and lending (secured and unsecured) transactions of a

57For three of the sectors in the category (general government, non-bank non euro-area residents, and
MMFs), there is no data on the maturity profile. To the deposits from the general goverment (11.3% of this
category), we assign an average δ equal to that of non-financial corporations which can be computed using
similar data from Monthly Bulletin, Section 2.5. To those from non-bank non euro-area residents (29.9%),
which are mostly non-bank financial intermediaries, and MMFs (1.9%) we impute an average δ equal to that
of the deposits from other financial intermediaries (which are also part of this category).
58Under the stated assumptions, the probability that an outstanding debt with maturity at issuance of

t months matures during a crisis that lasts one month is one if t ≤ 1, and 1/t if t > 1. Integrating these
probabilities over t ∼ U [0, 24] we obtain:

δb =
1

24

∙
1 +

Z 24

1

1

t
dt

¸
= 0.18.

Similarly, for a maturity interval [T1j , T2j ] with T1j > 1, we can use the formula

δj =
1

T2j − T1j

Z T2j

T1j

1

t
dt.
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sample of European Union (EU) banks.59 The data is broken down in the following intervals

of maturity at issuance: one day, two days to one week, one week to one month, one to

three months, three to six months, six to twelve months, more than twelve months. We

set δj = 1 for all debt issued with maturity of less than one month and use uniformity

assumptions to impute values of δj to the remaining intervals in the same way we described

for the Other deposits category. For the more than twelve months interval, we assume a

maximum maturity of twenty-four months.

To impute an average δ to Commercial paper and bonds, we use data from the Risk

Dashboard, a report published quarterly by the European Systemic Risk Board. Section 4.6

of the Risk Dashboard provides the outstanding amounts of debt securities issued by EU

banks and their breakdown in a number of time-to-maturity intervals: less than one year, one

to two years, two to three years, three to four years, four to five years, five to ten years, and

more than ten years. Taking into account that the reported maturities are times-to-maturity

instead of maturities-at-issuance, we assign an average δj = 1/12 to debt in the first interval

and δj = 0 to the remaining ones.

To impute an average δ to Other repos, we rely on Survey on the European Repo Market

conducted by the International Capital Market Association (ICMA). This yearly survey

reports the outstanding repo transactions of a sample of European financial groups, mainly

banks. The survey distinguishes essentially the same maturity intervals as the Euro Money

Market Survey.60 The reported maturities are times-to-maturity instead of maturities-at-

issuance, which implies assigning δj = 1 to all the intervals with time to maturity of less

than one month and δj = 0 to residual maturities of more than one month.

Finally, in the absence of precise published data on the maturity profile of Eurosystem

lending and given that it accounts for only 2.1% of Eurozone bank debt in 2006, we exclude

this category from the computation of the overall average δ set as a target in our calibration.

A.3 Average interest rates by maturity range

For the calibration of the preference parameters ρL, ρH and γ, we use data on the average

interest rates paid on outstanding deposits issued by Eurozone banks and held by domestic

59For this and other categories described below, the data source refers to (samples of banks from) the
whole EU rather than the Eurozone, and constitutes the best proxy to the reality of Eurozone banks in 2006
available to us.
60In fact, it includes an additonal category to account for open-ended repos. These contracts can be

terminated on demand and thus we assign δj = 1 to them.
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households. Table 4 in Section 4.5 of the ECB’s Monthly Bulletin contain the average rates

rjt paid in every month t = 1, 2, ..., 12 of 2006 on deposits of various maturity categories j.

We consider three categories that correspond to specific maturity ranges: overnight deposits

(j = 1), maturity of up to 2 years (j = 2), and maturity over 2 years (j = 3).61 We

understand that, in the case of households, “overnight deposits” are mostly made of demand

deposits. We set the target empirical moment for each category equal the simple average of

its monthly observations and match it to the model implied moments described in the main

text.

61Other categories include deposits redeemable at notice of less than 3 months and deposits redeemable
at notice of more than 3 months.
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